Crane hi 4 ignition instructions

Discussion in ' Touring Models ' started by ripper , Mar 28, Log in or Sign up. Harley Davidson
Forums. Crane Hi-4 ignition problems? No matter how I jet it, it has no power on top end. It runs
good off the line, but once I get to cruise, no power. If I open the throttle all the way it pops out
the exhaust. Have changed jetting in all directions. Now it has a Any ideas? Could the ign.
Thanks RR. Sounds almost like the spark advance curve is going flat and since it pops under
WOT the spark timing may be getting scattered. Aren't the Crane ignition systems photo cell
triggered? Hoople , Mar 28, Stick from side of road later i got an other unit ok now this was me
problem just a thought.. The unit is secure in the nose cone, but it is about five years old. Riding
in that cone it gets pretty hot and maybe that will shorten its life. All the wiring looks good too.
May contact Crane tech for some info. Thanks for the thoughts. Ripper, welcome to the
HDTimeline forum, don't know what year your bike is, but I would pull that nose cone, be very
careful if it has been there undisturbed all these years, may need to get a manual impact wrench
with hardened well fitted tips to break the fasteners loose This is a 94 flhr. I did pull the ignition
out and look at it and all looks well. The cup on the cam looks good to. As I said before it sure
gets hot under there, but it seems to do it whether cold or hot. Guess there is no way to check
these things out unless anyone has an idea. Thanks, RR. Last edited by a moderator: Mar 28,
Bud White , Mar 28, Jack Klarich , Mar 28, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Hi everyone. I'm attempting a carb
conversion on my X1. I've installed a crane Hi-4 Dual Fire Ignition and the compatible rotor
Problem is- when timing the bike there is no way i can adjust the ignition far enough to set the
timing correctly- it's way out. I'm worried that i've bought the wrong ignition module or rotor. I
think a solution might be to modify the rotor so i can rotate it further but i can't understand why
i have to do that. Second issue: I only went for dual fire 'cos i had just bought a new coil but
now i see that Crane recommends I buy one of their coils for the correct resistance. The manual
gives the OEM coil as having primary resistance of 0. Crane manual says- "Coils used with the
HI-4 must have at least 2 ohms primary resistance. When setting your timing there are two top
dead centers. You are prob on the wrong one which will not allow the cup to be in position to
set it by the instructions. Rotate the engine around 1 rev then try it. Ah, I see one TDC mark for
each cylinder i guess. The place where i had been checking it has three marks quite close to
each other TDC, 20 degrees and 35 degrees. Markings are for the front cylinder only. I think you
should be looking for a straight line up and down for top dead center. The instructions or
manual should tell you what marking is tdc for the year of your bike. Yes it's a straight line for
TDC on my bike. The way i understood it i should be able to set the line up in the hole with the
engine off and rotate the module until the light goes off to set initial timing. I would have
thought that the rotor will end up in the same place after one revolution no? Can't try it now 'cos
i'm at work :shhhh. You have it correct except it takes two rev to complete one cycle. Move the
engine around one more time and you will be in postion to rotate until the light goes out. That's
great, thanks. I'll try that as soon as i get home. Do you have any thoughts on my question
about using the existing coil and wires? I think the existing stuff is fine. As long as its dual fire
you should be good to go. I ran a crane hi4 years ago with factory coil. I gave up on dropping
cash in the coil, plug and spark plug department. To me, the cost to performance gain is not
even close to worth it. Good luck. Now i just have to get my timing light to work. I emailed Crane
about the coil and wires not expecting a response. They came right back to me and said- "Using
a coil of less resistance could cause premature failure of the unit. The stock fuel injection wires
should be suppression core and be just fine. Think i'll continue to use existing coil for testing
anyway. Find out in directions what degree static timing is. Lets say it's 30 degrees. Mark your
static timing. If you want 2 degrees it would be. Just transfer it someway that's easy to measure
on your timing plate. I've had horrible and no luck with timing lights. I think most guys do. Hope
my explanation is clear enough. Hope my explanation is clear enough I agree. Timing light
method seems like a real pain to me- nearly impossible to see any marks with the flashing light.
Timing advance on my bike is 35 degrees. So i turn my Hi-4 module clockwise by 4. Thats like
14 degrees i think. I would assume the bike would run better at 30 degrees rather than 35
degrees. Where are you coming up with I was getting confused because in the instructions it
says to set static timing off the TDC mark. If the engine will not start or runs very rough, you can
use the following static timing procedure. Remove spark plugs and turn the engine over until
the TDC mark appears in observation hole. Ground spark plugs with an alligator clip so you will
not shock yourself. Turn on the ignition but do not start the motorcycle. Timing is now set
approximately at TDC. Turn off ignition and re-install spark plugs. Once the engine has been
started, you must set the timing with a timing light. Connect a timing light to the front cylinder.
Set the HI-4 advance trimpot to midrange. Run the engine at 2, to 2, RPM. Adjust HI-4 position
until advance timing mark is centered in the observation hole. Tighten the standoffs and verify

that timing has not shifted. If you came here from within wildwestcycle. When done reading, just
close this one and you'll be back where you left from. If you came here from outside
wildwestcycle. I'm about to tell you of a trick I use to time my scooter entirely from the right
side, as a one-man operation. I have a Crane Hi4 ignition and these photos are of that. Yours
may be different, but with what you see here you may be able to grasp the concept and adapt it
to your particular situation. Dialback timing light. If you don't know what I'm talking about when
I say "dialback timing light" close this page right away and go look at the Jokes or the Talk
Around the Fire section. This is beyond your current competency and you stand a good chance
of screwing it up. Which is not to say you're stupid. You just need to learn more first. I did not
invent this trick. It was related to me by a guy his shop calls him the "Guru" who works for one
of the major aftermarket performance parts company. Because of potential liability issues, he
asks not to be identified. I will honor that request, but we owe him a big "Thank you! What you
are going to do is mark the edge of your ignition trigger cup. The mark will become your new
timing mark that you will use instead of the mark stamped on the flywheel. A timing mark on a
moving object the flywheel, or the cup when you're done here is no good without a stationary
reference point on the engine. In the case of the normal way to time your engine that reference
mark is not really a mark, it is the hole in the left engine case - you center the timing mark in that
hole. Your new reference point will be the left screw that secures the points plate. Once you
have those two marks in place you use a dialback timing light to time the engine. Your first, very
first, step is to bring the front cylinder up to Top Dead Center on the compression stroke and
static-time the engine following the instructions that came with your ignition system. I'll leave it
to you to use whatever technique works for you; just make sure you are on the compression
stroke, and that it is the TDC mark showing in the timing hole, not the advance mark. Take the
ignition cover plate off. This is what you'll find inside the cone. If you have an ignition with an
external black box, like the Crane Hi4E, you'll find just a timing plate with no black box. This
trick works just the same, regardless of where the black box is. It will NOT work with a Dyna or
any other ignition that uses a mechanical advance. Don't look for the yellow line and red dot in
your engine - that's something I added to the photo for illustration purposes That's a joke, guys.
I know you're not really looking for the yellow line in your engine. You're not, are you? If so, see
the instructions above about closing this page. That yellow line is important - it marks a straight
line between the two posts that secure your timing plate. Draw that line with your imagination
on the timing plate assembly and make a mark just about where I have placed the red dot. You
hear me, you hillbilly?! Take the plate out first! Don't try to drill it with the plate still mounted. If
you do, you'll wind up buying yourself a new timing cup. You don't have to disconnect the
wiring and take the plate to the drill press, you can just pull it out of the case as far the wire lets
you and use a hole shooter on it, but you're about to do something that you can screw up. For
instance, you don't secure the plate before you drill it, and the bit grabs as it punches through
and spins the plate out of your puny grasp and turns the wire up into a coil that looks like a
spring before it breaks loose and ruins the ignition. Now do it. Up to a point, the diameter
doesn't matter. Note the photo. In the background you see the cup, with a small bolt in the
center. You are going to take that bolt out and remove the cup, but not yet. You hear? Once
you've drilled your hole, put the timing plate back in place, exactly where it was, with your new
hole on the imaginary yellow line between the posts. The photo below does not show it that
way. That is an error on my part and you should ignore the position shown in the photo. The
hole should be on the imaginary line. When you look through the hole you should see the edge
of the timing cup. Doesn't matter if it's exactly centered over the edge of the cup. It's nice if it is,
but it's not critical. If you can't see it because you drilled too far to one side or the other, just
pull the plate again and use a small file to "stretch" the hole in the direction it needs to go to let
you see the cup. Take a Sharpie marker and through that hole put a mark on the edge of the
timing cup. The mark must be on the line between the two posts - that is, on the imaginary
yellow line in the photo. That's going to become your new timing mark, once you make it
permanent. Once you've marked the edge of the cup with a marker you have to make the mark
permanent, so pull the timing plate out again. Remove the bolt from the center of the timing cup
and pull the cup out. This is what you'll see. I want you to pay attention now, dammit! Note that
there is a notch in the end of the shaft, and a tooth on the back of the cup. When you put this
thing back together make sure, REAL sure, that the tooth is set in the notch. That is what
indexes your ignition to the crank, and it is possible to replace the cup with the tooth not in the
notch, then to tighten down the bolt, flattening the tooth. The cup will be cocked, though, and it
won't fit into the sensors on the back of the timing plate. That ought to be a clue that something
is wrong, but oh, no. This is a likely place for them to work out. Okay; there's the cup with the
mark you made right on the very edge. To make it easier to photograph, and easier for me to
work with afterwards, I drew the mark a little bit on the inside of the cup. Take a small triangular

file or a Dremel tool grinder or something and lightly notch the edge of the cup - just a little bit
will do; don't get carried away, and be very, very careful not to bend the edge of the cup. Once
you have it notched, find some real bright paint, red or yellow are good, and fill in the notch.
Then a dab of white on either side which I didn't do, but should have will make it stand out real
nice. Check again to be sure your front cylinder is still at TDC. Reinstall the cup careful, dammit!
The hole and the new mark ought to be lined up with the left post, directly on the imaginary
yellow line. Now, through the magic of modern electronics, you can use a dialback timing light
to set whatever degree of advance you want. Dial that number into the light, fire up the engine
and set it to 2,RPM, then turn the light on to the hole. If your engine's real timing matches what
you dialed into the light you will see the new mark on the cup showing through the hole directly
beside the post which I left out of this picture, but its hole is there. The RPM level is important!
With a Crane ignition if you aren't at 2,RPM you will get increasing advance variations for every
bit that you are off that number in either direction. It matters; make sure. On a Crane, that means
ground the green wire from the black box. The instructions tell you that it should normally be
taped off it you don't have a VOES - if it is, untape and ground it. When you're done, tape it up
again. Once in a while your timing may be out of adjustment enough that you can't see the mark
in the hole. You know it's somewhere around there, but you can't find it. If you run into that
situation or if you just want to make it easier to find a wandering mark when you begin this mod
go back to the step shown above where you've pulled the cup out and marked the edge. After
you've marked the cup, but before you reinstall the timing plate, extend the hole in in the plate
in each direction along the curve of the cup. You can drill another hole on each side of the one
you just made and file them until all three are one long slot, or you can just file the first one until
it's as long as you want; doesn't matter which. Don't make it wider, make it longer. That'll give
you more viewing area to see the mark. Remember, though: when you time it, you want to
adjust the mark until it is opposite that left-side post, NOT until it's centered in the hole you
made. If you came here from within Wild West Cycle just close this window and you'll be back
there. I'm attempting a carb conversion on my X1. I've installed a crane Hi-4 Dual Fire Ignition
and the compatible rotor VT No: Crane ignition's one piece machined aluminum housing
reduces the vibration and improves dissipation and reliability. Wiring a Crane single fire HI
ignition hd-fxr. Evo cam swap noise HD Forums Australia. I do not have the instructions for this
crane dual fire ignition read instructions carefully before starting installation hi-4 dual fire
ignition hookup ignition. Crane HI-6 Wiring diagram. Page 2 Readbag users suggest that 9Ka.
QXD is worth reading. Both models feature the proven advance curves of Crane's original HI
Find great deals on eBay for harley ignition crane single fire. Page 2. The concept of a dual-fire
ignition is simple: the spark plugs The single fire ignition in single-fire mode, for each of the 4
crane dual fire ignition read instructions carefully before starting installation hi-4 dual fire
ignition hookup ignition. I have a 90 fxr with a crane hi 4 dual fire ignition that is giving me
problems. Dual Plug. Readbag users suggest that 9Ka. Find great deals on eBay for crane hi 4.
Single and dual fire. Ignition kit fits all carbureted models and requires. Lost your password?
Please enter your email address. You will receive mail with link to set new password. Cool paper
airplane designs instructions. Fisher price deluxe take along swing and seat instructions. Sign
in New account. Email or Username. Password Show. Remember me. Connect with:. Facebook
Google Twitter. Log in. Last name. I agree with the Terms. Create account. Reset password.
Available at any Harley Davidson Dealership. We apologize for any inconvenience, please return
to the home page or use the search form below. Technical Information Home Technical
Information. NOTE: We don't recommend the use of synthetic oil. Do not allow engine to
overheat by subjecting it to prolonged periods of idle. At miles, change engine oil and filter; use
SAE 20W50 mineral-based motor oil only. Do not use any additives or synthetic motor oils for
the first 5, miles. Operate the engine at speeds between 1, and 2, RPM whenever possible.
Occasional burts of speed followed by quick deceleration during this period may be beneficial.
Limit engine speed to 3, RPM and below during the first 1, miles. Never exceed 5, RPM. At 1,
miles, change engine oil and filter; use 20W50 mineral -based motor oil. Note; Some oil
consumption is normal with a new engine. Check your oil level often with engine hot after
allowing engine to idle for 30 seconds. Lifters are bled down when pushrod can be turned with
your fingertips. There has been an error. In the world of high performance ignition systems, it
can become quite difficult trying to decide which ignition box to go with. One company in the
business of aftermarket ignition modules is Crane Cams , and they too, have a wide selection of
ignition components. We Review these Crane Ignition Boxes:. Crane has been producing their
ignition systems since , as a way for the enthusiast to take better control of their ignition
system. Their high-quality design keeps any unwanted moisture, dirt, or heat from entering the
unit, and possibly damaging the internals. Vibration and shock can damage the electronics
inside the unit, and these rubber mounts isolate the unit from those harsh vibrations. The finned

aluminum outer shell was designed to dispense heat created by the hard-working electronics
hidden inside the unit. Although they look identical, each has one or two unique differences that
set it apart from the rest. The sequential-style settings prevent over revving and engine damage,
should you miss a shift. The Weatherpak connectors can be seen in this photo. You can mount
the ignition anywhere, and like all Crane boxes it comes with everything you need for an easy
installation. It has a waterproof seal, to keep out any unwanted moisture and debris. HI-6 Gen 2
Mag Trigger. Some of the unique features that you get with the Mag Trigger include a system
problems check, crossfire protection for boosted applications, and a tachometer accuracy
check. Think of it as a precaution to engine failure. The HI-6 DSR has been specifically designed
with drag racing, boost, nitrous, and high-compression in mind. The DSR has a dual stage rev
limiter that allows you to set separate rev limits for staging and down-track control. You adjust
the rev limiter with a separate remote control unit that comes with the complete package. These
built in features are pre-programmed for the enthusiast from Crane to help prevent engine
failure. It includes a high-quality 6-pin Weatherpak connector for a much easier installation. Are
you running boost or high compression? Another feature that sets the TRC CD apart from the
rest is the adjustable timing controller included with the ignition box. It allows you to adjust
your timing retard up to degrees with the included under-dash mount. The HI-6N is just what the
boys in the circle and dirt track sport need. So this is the only Crane box that you can use in a
stock car or dirt track car. Since circle track and stock cars are generally V-8 cars, Crane
skoda octavia cambelt change
2005 bmw x5 radio manual
meyer e 47 wiring diagram
designed this one for 8-cylinder engines only. As you can tell, Crane carries ignition boxes for
just about every application and budget. With such an array of choices available to the
enthusiast, it can be a little confusing if you are not sure what to look for. This guide will be
helpful to you in terms of making the right selection for your project vehicle. As long as you
have a certain goal for your car and have an understanding of engine timing, this will help point
you in the right direction. We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We
promise not to use your email address for anything but exclusive updates from the Power
Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. Latest News. More Stories. Horsepower
delivered to your inbox. Subscribe Now. We'll send you raw engine tech articles, news, features,
and videos every week from EngineLabs. We think you might like EngineLabs Thank you for
your subscription. No thanks. Late Model LS Vehicles. Drag Racing.

